
The perfect home accent for a comfy chair or couch. Knit in the 
round and seamed at the ends, the Park Rapids Pillow Cover is a 
quick knit using just two cones of Woolstok (Jumbo).
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PARK RAPIDS PILLOW COVER

EXPERIENCE LEVEL

- Advanced Beginner

MATERIALS

- Woolstok (Jumbo) (100% Highland Peruvian Wool; 
500g/43yds): 2 cones

- Size 50 (25.0mm) needles, or size needed to obtain 
gauge 

- Stitch Marker

SIZES

- One

FINISHED MEASUREMENTS

- Circumference: 30" 

- Length: 20"

- To fit pillow insert size 12" x 18"

GAUGE

- In stockinette, approximately 4 sts and 5 rows = 4"

ABBREVIATIONS
BO:  bind off

CO:  cast on

k:  knit 

meas:  measure

pm:  place marker

rep:  repeat

rnd:  round

st(s):  stitch(s)
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PILLOW COVER
CO 26 sts leaving a 60” tail for seaming the end. Join to 
work in the rnd, being careful not to twist sts. Pm to 
mark start of rnd. 

RNDS 1: k.

Rep rnd 1 until piece meas 20” or desired length.

BO loosely leaving a 60” tail for seaming other end.

FINISHING
Weave in interior ends. Block as desired before seaming. 
Using 60” tail from cast on, seam one end of your pillow 
cover. Insert pillow. Using 60” tail from BO end, seam 
opposite end of pillow and weave in end. 

CARE INSTRUCTIONS: Hand wash or dry clean. Wash in tepid 
water using a mild soap. Do not twist. Shape and dry flat on 
a towel. Store your little treasure neatly folded, after 
all, it may be a family heirloom.


